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Jeph Loeb - Wikipedia

Joseph "Jeph" Loeb III (/l oʊ b/) is an American film and television writer, producer and comic book writer. Loeb was a producer/writer on the TV series Smallville and Lost, writer for the films Commando and Teen Wolf, and a writer and co-executive producer on the NBC TV show Heroes from its premiere in 2006 to November 2008. In 2010, Loeb became Executive Vice President of Marvel Television.
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Ramones - Wikipedia

The title of the Ramones' debut single, writes critic Steve Huey, is a "nice encapsulation of the group's aesthetic: simple, bouncy, pre-British Invasion rock & roll played at top volume and twice the speed. Blaring the same three chords for most of its duration, the song was rock at its most basic".
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TheComicsBooks.com - The History of Comic Books See you in the Funny Pages.. The early known comic has recently become an exciting, brand new field of research in the comic industry.
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Frank Miller — Wikipédia

Frank Miller naît le 27 janvier 1957 à Olney dans le Maryland mais grandit à Montpelier, dans le Vermont. Il commence sa carrière dans les comics en septembre 1978 en dessinant le numéro 84 du comics The Twilight Zone adaptation en bande dessinée de la série télévisée homonyme, pour l'éditeur Gold Key. Il travaille ensuite sur des comics de guerre chez DC Comics (Weird War Tales 64 et ...
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Reviews, essays, books and the arts: the leading international weekly for literary culture
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Alan Moore — Wikipédia

Alan Moore ['æ lə nə mi oʊ (ʌ)] [1], né le 18 novembre 1953 à Northampton, est un scénariste de bande dessinée et écrivain britannique dont les œuvres les plus connues sont les comics Watchmen, V pour Vendetta et From Hell. Moore commence sa carrière au Royaume-Uni avant de travailler pour des éditeurs américains. Célèbre pour avoir rendu dans les années 1980 les comics plus ...


Bloomberg Politics - Bloomberg

Bloomberg delivers business and markets news, data, analysis, and video to the world, featuring stories from Businessweek and Bloomberg News on everything pertaining to politics
THE TAX PROTESTER FAQ - evans-legal.com

The Tax Protester FAQ Introduction What is the purpose of this FAQ? The purpose of this FAQ is to provide concise, authoritative rebuttals to nonsense about the U.S. tax system that is frequently posted on web sites scattered throughout the Internet, by a variety of fanatics, idiots, charlatans, and dupes, frequently referred to by the courts as “tax protesters”.


Cirkus I Danmark

Circus news from 2007. 28 December 2007. In 2007 8 tented circuses toured Denmark from late March/early April. 3 large circuses: Circus Arena, Circus Benneweis and Circus Dannebrog and 5 dog and pony-shows (what Americans call high grass circuses): Circus Arli, Circus Baldoni, Circus Charlie, Circus Krone (Irene Thierry’s circus using the same name as the mighty German Circus Krone) and ...
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Hero Complex - Los Angeles Times

The Los Angeles Times has launched a podcast taking listeners closer to the action of L.A.’s home teams. Hosted by Beto Durán and featuring The Times’ award-winning reporters and columnists ...
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